
Thaat there is no difference between ascendant (Aaroha) and 
descendant (Avaroha). Only by viewing Aaroha or Avaroha we can 

determine Thaat i.e. In thaat ascendant and descendant are same. 

4 Thaat is neither sung nor played therefore there is no 
need of Vadi - Samvadi, Pakad (identifving notes), Alaap, Taan etc. 

5. Thaat has natural power to produce raag but is never 

sung or played, therefore Thaat does not need melody. 

Number of Thaats: In North tian Music (Hindustani 

Sangeet) there are only 10 Thaats (Mail). From these thaas all 

raags are produced. In the modern era Pt. Vishnu Narain 

Bhatkhandey has propounded and propogated the Thaat system 

and according to him Thaats are ten in number. They are as 

following 
1. Bilaval Thaat In this every swar (note) is suddha 1 

(natural). 
2 2. Kalyan Thaat: Only M is sharp (teevra) and other 

swars are natural (suddh). 

Khamaj Thaat: Only N is flat (komal) and other swars 

are natural (suddh). 
3 

4. Ashavari Thaat: G, D, N are flat (komal) and remaining 
swars are natural (suddh). 

5. Kafi Thaat : G, N are flat (komal) remaining swars are 
hatural (suddh). 

Bhairavi Thaat R, G, D, N are flat (komal) and 6. 
remaining swars are natural (suddh). 

Bhairav Thaat R, D are flat (komal) and remaining 1. 
swars are natural (suddh). 

8. Marwa Thaat: R falt (komal), M sharp (teevra) are 8. 
used and remaining swars are natural (suddh). 

Purvi Thaat R, D flat (komal) M sharp (teevra) are 9. 
used and remaining swars are natural (suddh). 

10. Todi Thaat: R, G, D flat (komal), M sharp (teevra) are 
used and remaining swars are natural (suddh). 
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Jaati 
It is an indication of number of swars used in a raag We 

have already stated earlier that in d rddg one can use minimu 

5 and maximum of 7 swars. heretore, we can divide raao. 
num 

in 

three main category. 

1. Raags which have s SWars are called Audhav 

(Pentatonic) Jati. 

2. Raags consisting of 6 swars are called Shadau v 

(Hexatonic) Jati. 

3. Raags which have 7 swars are called Sampoorn 

(Heptatonic) Jati. 

It has been stated in Sangeet Darpan by Pt. Damodar that 

raags which have 5 Swaras' are called Audhav, Raags havine 6 

Swars are called Shadav and consisting of 7 Swars are called 

Sampoorna Jati. 

Jaati's of Raags We have already explained that in a 
raag both aaroha and avaroha are essential. It has been observed 
that in most of the raags the number of swars in aaroha and 

avaroha are not equal. For example in raag Khamaj there are 6 
swar in aaroha and 7 swar in avaroha. Similarly in other raags in 

aaroha there are 5 swars and in avaroha there are 6 or 7 swars 

(notes). 
Thus three main Jati makes 9 Jatis (3 x 3). They are as 

follows: 
1. Audhav-Audhav: Aaroha-avaroha both have 5 swars. 
2. Audhav-Shadav: Aaroha has 5 swars and avaroha has 6 swars. 
3. Audhav-Sampoorn: Aaroha 5 swars and avaroha has 7 swar 4. Shadav-Shadav: Aaroha and avaroha has both 6 Swa 5. Shadav-Audhav: Aaroha has 6 swars and avaroha has 5 swal rs. 
6. Shadav-Sampoorn :Aaroha has 6 swars and avaroha / swo 

vars. 

7. Sampoorn-Sampoorn: Aaroha and avaroha has Swa ach 8. Sampoorn-Shadav: Aaroha 7 swars and avaroha nas 9.Sampoorn-Audhav: Aaroha 7 swars and avaroha has 
ha has 6 swars. 

avaroha has 5 sw 
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Laya 
In Music, uniform speed of composition is called Laya or 

speed of composition is called Laya or when tempo or rhythm is 

regulated, the duration of rest between two strokes of 'matra' is 

Laya. 
Types of Laya ; There are three main types of Laya (1) 

Slow (vilambit), (2) Middle (madhya) and (3) Fast (drut). In Dance, 

Instrumental and Vocal music these are frequently used. When 

laya is slow, it is called Vilambit; when it is normal, it is called 

Madhya and when it is fast it is called Drut Laya. Normally one 

strike of a clock or one second is equal to Madhya laya. Vilambit 

laya is half of that madhya laya and double of madhya laya is 

called Druta laya. We can say in other words that one matra of 

Vilambitis equal to 2 seconds. One matra of fast (Drut) is 

equivalent to half second. This rule is not strictly followed. 

Musicians can adopt any laya according to there requirements. 

Matra: 
For measuring time in Music we have adopted Matra. For 

other kinds of measurement we have units like hours, Grams 

etc. Time in between two claps is called one Matra'. Kind of 

Laya has been decided on the basis of short or long duration of 

Matra. Where duration of matra is longer it is called Vilambit. 

i.e. Time gap between the two claps is longer) If it is normal it 

is called Madhya and when it is less than normal it is called 

Druta laya. Bada khayal is sung in vilambit laya. Chota khayal 

and tarana is sung in madhya and druta laya. 

Taal: 
Group of various matras is called Taal. It is the 

measurement of time in Vocal, Instrumental and Dance. Music 

is not complete with matras only as it only indicates speed of 

time. Therefore to measure matra, taal has been made. swar 

and laya are the two pillars of music. Music is not possible with 

one Pillar. It must have both the pillars i.e. swar and laya. From 

laya, matras have been made and from Matra's, Taals have been 
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